Manuscript Submission Guidelines for authors and editors publishing in the SARV book series:
https://www.springer.com/series/8380
These guidelines will help speed up the contract, pre-check, production and publication process
of your volume(s).
Before contracting, please send the following:
1. A filled in Springer ‘Book Proposal Form’ (available on the homepage of the website).
Please note that in case of multiple or triple volumes the promotional text for each
volume should be different.
2. Table of contents.
Before submitting your final manuscript, the publisher will send you:
1. A consent to publish and transfer of copyright form (CtP form).
2. A secure submission link.
At submission please arrange your files in the following manner:
(note: your book may not contain a Foreword, Preface, etc. this is just for guidelines only):
File: Front Matter Containing:
Foreword
Preface
Acknowledgements
Dedication
Table of Contents (Please remove any coding in the ToC such as 01.EN_0033SAR,
02_EN_0080BLI etc. Instead label chapters as Chapter 1_Corresponding author surname,
Chapter 2_Corresponding author surname etc.)
List of Authors
File: Chapters Containing:
Introduction and all files relating to the chapters which must include a reference pdf of each
chapter.
Please ensure that all chapters have an Abstract, which will be shown on the website only.
If you have an Introduction it will be considered as ‘Chapter 1’ and placed in the main body of
the book. If you have a Chapter 1, it will then be renamed Chapter 2. Please make sure your
book reflects this in relation to any cross-referencing that may have been done.
File: Index Containing:
A keyword file to be used for the Index. (Usually 10 – 15 words from each chapter to be used to
compile the Index.)
File: Other Material Containing:
The Consent to Publish (CtP) forms – these should be hand signed by the first or senior author
of each chapter, scanned and submitted with the manuscript. Please note that an Introduction,
Foreword, Preface, etc. also requires a CtP.

Permission forms - should you or any of your contributors have to secure permission for any
data used that is not their own they must apply for this themselves and submit the forms with
the manuscript.
Please ensure that permissions are gained before submission of the manuscript. This process
can take a long time and be difficult and costly. Please also be aware that there will be no
reimbursement for any charges related to this. This also applies to articles, chapters or books
that the author has published previously, and that permission and correct acknowledgement is
also required. All the Permission forms must accompany the manuscript and it is the editor’s
responsibility to ensure that all relevant permissions have been obtained and the correct
acknowledgements are in place when the ms is ready for submission.
Link: Springer manuscript guidelines

Please check the following:
 Number all chapters by a chapter number + first/corresponding author name (coded
structures such as 01_CWNANO_OOO4PEN, 02_EN_0080BLI, 03_EN_0053RAG are not
allowed).
 Check each chapter is final, does not contain track changes or highlighted text parts.
 Check there is no correspondence pertaining to the chapter regarding revisions,
rebuttals, etc.
 Check that references are included at the end of each chapter and have not been
submitted as a separate file.
 Check no chapters are missing.
 Each chapter has a Word.doc as well as an identical PDF file.
 Please use the manuscript checklist at the bottom of the Manuscript Guidelines.
Questions
Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact Eric Lichtfouse and/or Melanie
van Overbeek (Melanie.vanoverbeek@springer.com)
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